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Bright future
ahead for the
Friendly Inn

Kangaroo Valley features well
at Shoalhaven Bushcare/
Landcare/Coastcare
awards night

The syndicate of new owners, took over
Kangaroo Valley’s historic Friendly Inn
as from Monday October 31.
Spokesmen Paul Mulready and Erroll
Richardson, representing the five syndicate
members, were hard at work in the process
of settling into new surroundings, meeting
their customers and were full of excitement
at the challenge and opportunity that they
see lies ahead of them.
Experienced hoteliers all, they are confident
that the planned improvements for the landmark
building, will give the town centre a real lift in
appearance and facilities, while maintaining the
appeal, allure and value, of a “country pub”.

Garth Chittick (left), Tess Heighes (centre) and Greg Thompson (right) with their awards
The Valley was well represented at the
highly successful Awards night on Friday
21st of October to recognise the contribution
of the many volunteers who care for the
Shoalhaven environment.
Worrigee House was filled with more than 200
For Paul (pictured above—welcome to the new people from all over the Shoalhaven.
Friendly Inn) it means a reconnection with the Several speakers presented graphic descriptions
Valley as part of his family history, for his
of the work they have been doing, the
grandfather Tony Clout was a milk collector,
difficulties they have had to face and the tricks
mail deliverer and bus operator in the Valley in they have learned along the way.
(Continued on page 3) It was most gratifying to see three of the most
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Sport 26-27

deserving workers in Kangaroo Valley receive
presentations:
Tess Heighes was awarded what was arguably
the volunteer’s award of the night—the
“Community Individual Bushcare Award”.
Garth Chittick received the Rural Press
Landcare Primary Producers Commendation.
Greg Thompson received a Certificate of
Appreciation for outstanding volunteer services
and commitment to the Shoalhaven
Environment.
Peter Stanton
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Now that the New South Wales
Government and their administrative
body the Sydney Catchment Authority
have revealed their hand with regard to
the increase in the Tallowa Dam height
by seven metres, it is well past time for
genuine consultation with the directly
effected and the wider, interested
community.
Of course the opening gambits of perhaps
five or even ten metres, were kites flown to
gauge public opinion to the concept and
that reaction has been predictable and
determined.
In fairness, in this issue of the Valley Voice, we
have again published the official view of the
proposals (page 22), a cautionary approach by a
potentially effected landowner (page 3) and a
letter to the Editor in our continuing coverage
of this major proposal.
There has been little official feedback from the
Consultative committee to date but that body is
we believe simply a diversion as a buffer to
protect an exposed and sensitive government
intent on providing succour to the Sydney
electorates at the expense of regional areas.
The SCA has not even favoured the Voice with
copies of their press releases although they well
know our address.
One of the spontaneous and interesting
developments during the protest, has been the
erection of numerous individual protest signs
and messages on many, many properties
throughout the valley.
Some are serious, some humourous and some
thought provoking and we would like to see
more of it.
In co-operation with the Yarrunga Task Force
working committee and Jing Jo Thai restaurant,
the Voice is looking for the most effective sign/

Letters to the Editor

message about the Tallowa Dam proposals and
reactions issue displayed in the Valley this
month.
The constructors/creators of that slogan or sign
will receive a banquet voucher to the value of
$200 at Jing Jo.
Some that have caught the eye so far include
“Recycling doesn’t mean you have to drink
it!” and “Iemma has no Dam facts!”, but we
know there are more.
If you would like to send a nomination, you
can post to C/- Kangaroo Valley Post Office or
email to kvvoice@shoal.net.au with or without
a photograph.
This form of protest is genuine, grass roots
stuff from a community that shows signs it will
not be pushed around.
The indecent haste to embrace the
desalinisation plant proposal for Sydney is
further reinforcement of the opinion, that this is
a knee jerk reaction by a tottering regime,
which given the misfortunes of the Opposition,
should be riding high on the hog instead of
rapidly losing public support.
As usual this November issue covers many
aspects of Valley life, from changes of
ownership of the Friendly Inn, new business
names and partners, new sports and
entertainment coverage and reliable and
readable contributions from our dedicated
correspondents and publicity officers as well as
public acknowledgement of the efforts of three
of our residents to preserve and improve the
environment.
We also welcome the opportunity for the
Valley to get to the forefront of new
technology (page 17) instead of dragging
behind.
Next month we will welcome back Cop Spot as
a regular feature and provide a bumper issue
for our holiday feature.
Carl Leddy
The Editor

Thank you

DEADLINES
for the December issue of the ‘VOICE’

Advertising,
Wot’s On , Calender
& Sports Report
November 20, 2005

All letters must be signed
by the writer and give
both business and home
phone numbers so letters
can be verified.

Editorial Submissions
November 24, 2005
Please do not leave your
submission
until the last day;
being early is a great help to us.
E-mail kvvoice@shoal.net.au

Mail to :
The Editor
c/o Post Office
Kangaroo Valley. 2577

I would personally like to thank the people of
Kangaroo Valley who were regular visitors to
my mum, Peggy Synold, whilst she was a
resident in the Osborne House Nursing Home.
She often stated what good friends she had and
looked forward to their visits.
I would also like to thank the folk who helped
with the refreshments after her funeral, it was
very much appreciated, as some of you are
unknown to me please accept this as my
personal thanks.
I would like to once again, extend a special
thank you to Carolyn and Jim Green for their
friendship and assistance that they extended to
(Continued on page 4)
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Success in
international
competition
Matthew Hill, a local real estate agent,
with Harcourts, was recently awarded
second place in the 2005 Red Lens
International photographic competition
organised by Charles Sturt University.
His entry titled “Afternoon Quench” was of a
valley scen of a herd of cows drinking at
Barrengarry Creek.
The prize ($2000) was in a competition which
attracted more than 250 entries from Australia,
New Zealand and the United States displaying a
most diverse range of subject matter and
technique.
The full colour version of the photograph above
will be displayed as part of a joint exhibition at
the J.D. Gallery commencing December 15.

“At risk” Landowner calls for
independent assessment of SCA plans
wall-barrier.
During the SCRG meeting on Monday 24
October 2005, it was announced by the
Sydney Catchment Authority (SCA):
“The recommended method for raising of
Tallowa Dam is to construct 21 radial gates.
Each gate will be 7.6m high by 14.6m wide to
fit into the geometry of the existing spillway.
This will enable the storage water level to be
He reports as follows:
raised by 7.0 metres from the existing level.
“Having attended a meeting myself, I’ve gained When closed, the gates will increase available
the impression that the Community will have
Tallowa Dam storage from 35GL to 107GL”
ample opportunity to come forward with
The consequence of this decision is that the
submissions seeking assurances aimed at
existing Full Storage Level (FSL) at Tallowa
minimising the ill-effects, seeking
compensation where appropriate etc.
I would like to lobby the NSW Government to
make a grant available to SCRG to fund a truly
independent expert appraisal of the SCA plans
and its all encompassing effects on water-levels
(Continued from page 1)
in KV river and its tributaries.
past years.
The SCA plan shows that the Bendeela
Erroll admitted that the group were attracted to
Camping Ground will be relocated to an
the “opportunity and the challenge”, because of
appropriate site nearby, complete with new
the “sheer natural beauty” of the Valley and the
facilities.
At the request of Pam Green, SCA will evaluate undeniable potential that exists with an
the acceptability to allow navigation on the lake increasing tourist trade and a local community
and the river by non-polluting (electric) vessels. appreciative of their efforts as an active
participant in the life of the Valley.
If so, it could enhance tourism.
The first task will be the painting of the front of
With due respect for the “Lake Yarrunga
the hotel, the east and west facades, the roof
Taskforce” and its members, representing
and guttering.
KVCA-KVTA-KVEG, with whom I am not
The rear wall will be effected in the building
aligned, as I believe that it would be in the
interest of the affected land-owners to prepare renovations, so it is not to be tackled at this
time.
for the seemingly inevitable and to try and
The kitchen will be the first renovation project,
negotiate a good outcome with those
as the group plan to make their Bistro a special
empowered.
My objective is to focus specifically on matters attraction, with an emphasis on “family meals”,
that are of special concern to the owners of land combining the successful formula of their other
in KV that is likely to be adversely affected by properties, the Terminus Hotel at Marulan and
the Port O’ Call in Bowral, with the culinary
an increase in water-levels in Tallowa Dam,
skills of Janet Stanforth (ex The Briars at Moss
resulting from any increase in height of the

Gerard Volk, representing the owners of
lot 14, DP773481, bordering onto
Barrengarry Creek and Kangaroo
Valley River, near Hampden Bridge,
was recently appointed a Member on the
Shoalhaven Community Reference
Group (SCRG), dealing with Tallowa
Dam.

Dam (being RL 56.34m AHD) will rise to a
new FSL of 63.34m AHD.
At Hampden Bridge, the water-level will be at
about RL61.64m AHD, an increase of approx
5.3metres above the current nominal level (at
FSL of Tallowa Dam).
Those land-owners who are concerned, may be
interested to know that I have asked SCA:
1. to provide detailed information in the form of
graphs and schedules, showing the new heightlevels in the KV River and its tributaries
upstream from Hampden Bridge.
2. to place height markers on the banks,
showing the new water-levels, as a guide to
affected land-owners.
3. to advise as to what will be the effect on the
existing “1 in 100 year” and “1 in 50 year”
flood levels, currently at 75.0m and 73.5m
AHD respectively.
SCA intends to contact you, the land-owners,
individually in the near future.

Welcome to the new Friendly Inn
Vale) as the resident chef.
The major exterior renovations will take place
after Easter 2006 after the new owners have
“found their sea legs”, as Paul Mulready puts it,
but there will be considerable effort expended
in the refurbishment of the interior by way of
new timber furniture, colour schemes and other
decorative measures.
Paul is planning to move to the Valley from the
Southern Highlands as soon as possible and is
looking forward to returning the Friendly Inn to
it’s once pre-eminent position in the hospitality
services offered in the Valley.
For the time being trading hours are unchanged
and the bistro will be open for lunch (12-3) and
dinner (6 until 9) , seven days a week.
“We are family oriented and community
focussed at our other hotels and we will be
sticking to a formula that appeals”, said Paul.
“There’s no need to change that”.
“We have a tough job ahead we know, but
success will even sweeter after a struggle”.
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I am reliably informed that in W.A. they shoot
sparrows on sight!
(Continued from page 2)
What's going on?
mum, it was very much appreciated.
How and why did all these foreigners get in?
She was a very special Lady, Mum and
Was there some working party or a committee
Grandmother.
of enquiry in the early years of the nation
Thank you.
Beverley Jones and Family. whose brief was to create a list of acceptable
Banora Point non-human migrants?
Were local wombat councils consulted or was it
The Editor
even on the agenda of the echidna
assembly?
The Invaders - who let them in?
And were special permits given by the
government of the time?
Recently much of our time has been spent
Whatever the portal of entry of these aliens they
combating the stealthy infiltration of foreign
create more frustrating labour than all the fancy
life forms.
natives my wife has in the garden put together.
This week it took more than an hour with soap Can someone please tell me who was
and water removing the blood red stains of
responsible, why, where and when?
mulberry juice from my car.
John Spencer , Kangaroo Valley
Last week my wife and I were attacking
invading blackberries, thistles, and privet in an The Editor
attempt to prevent them taking over our creek.
Today we discovered a patch of dandelions
Help needed urgently
waiting for the next breeze to disseminate their
fluffy seeds over the rest of the paddock.
We are in desperate need of helpers for the
Recent plans to build a chook house have been
Buddhist class at Kangaroo Valley School
put on hold, not because of bird flu but because
Can you help?
a neighbour told us that "foxes were
Or do you know someone who can help?
everywhere".
We need someone to help us to keep running
A recent T.V. documentary describes an
the class.
"Army" of huge toads marching resolutely
If we don’t find anyone the class won’t be
across Queensland and into Northern Territory.
running next year.
This would be such a shame.
KANGAROO VALLEY A & H
It has run for 4 years and has been so
successful.
The children really like it.
It presents an alternative to mainstream
religion.
It is a lot of fun to do and really rewarding to
teach the children.
The commitment is 11.30 am to 12.30 pm on
Thursdays at the school.
We have made the weather shed into a beautiful
temple which overlooks the bush regeneration
area.
If there were a few people to help the
SATURDAY 19TH NOVEMBER 10.00 am
commitment could be fortnightly or with more
IN THE SECRETARIES OFFICE AT THE
helpers it could even be monthly.
KANGAROO VALLEY SHOWGROUND
We have lots of teaching resources and ideas
AN INFORMATIVE TALK AND
and will give anyone who is willing the
DEMONSTRATION BY CHAMPION ROSE training.
GROWER ROBERT CURLL
You would not have to be an expert on
ON GROWING, PREPARING AND
Buddhism to successfully teach the kids.
SHOWING ROSES, READY FOR THE
If you can help please ring Nerolie 44 651 505
2006 KANGAROO VALLEY SHOW
Nerolie Watson
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A lesson from history

In June 1991 Mother Nature unleashed one of
her weapons of mass destruction on Kangaroo
Valley.
With school holidays approaching it started to
rain, welcome rain, but after the first week
every one was pleading for it to stop.
The kids had to play in the house, the washing
basket overflowed and all the shoes were damp.
With winter approaching the days were fairly
cold and the dampness in the air stretched every
ones patience.
When the earth had drunk its fill from the sky,
the creeks, streams and the rivers started to fill.
The waterfalls cascading off the mountains and
the hills were sensational and every one got on
with their lives.
After two weeks the novelty was disappearing
fast.
Robertson was receiving heavy rainfall and
their excess water was being dumped in the
Valley, the river and creeks started to meet and
rise above the fifty-year flood levels and all the
cattle were moved to higher ground.
People on outlying properties started to stock
up on food.
One couple in Upper River celebrating an
anniversary with dinner in Nowra had
employed a local teenager to baby-sit their
children.
When they arrived home later that evening the
river was so high they couldn’t enter their
property.
The teenager looked after those children, with
very little food in the house until late the
following day until they could hook up a flying
fox to get her out and the parent back in
The rain continued, in six weeks we had
virtually no sunlight, rainfall of all degrees and
mud and puddles surrounded us.
The daily trip across Hampden Bridge
witnessed an array of dead animals, appliances,
complete trees and branches swirling around in
the deadly current of water.
When a wall of water some three metres high
hit The Junction at Cullen Crescent the banks of
the river finally broke. Backyards in Cullen
Crescent and along the Main Road became
swimming pools and the tennis courts went
under.
The road was covered also and for some eight
to nine hours the Valley was cut into two
communities.
A hundred year flood level had been reached
Expressions of Interest
and the water from Robertson was only adding
Kangaroo Valley Bowling and Recreation Club is seeking expressions of interest from a suitably qualified to the problems.
It was on one of those days that the water level
caterer to operate its 50-60 seat restaurant at the clubhouse in Marshall Street, Kangaroo Valley.
on Hampden Bridge reached 12.7 metres high.
The current contractor serves Chinese and Australian meals,
It is 18.5 metres from the weir to the base of the
but expressions of interest are not limited to any particular cuisine.
bridge.
The new contractor will be required to start from late January 2006.
At a 12 metre flood 3.3 cubic metres of water
Residential accommodation is available for the new contractor, if required.
travel per second.
All expressions of interest should be directed to:
If a large tree had come down the river at the
same time the bridge could have been wiped
John George, Secretary/Manager, Kangaroo Bowling and Recreation Club
out.
PO Box 6154, Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577
It is very frightening to watch and during
Phone: (02) 4465-1175: Facsimile: (02) 4465-1775
normal times when you stand under the bridge
An information pack will be supplied on request.
(Continued on page 5)
Expressions of interest will be considered up to 30 November 2005.

ROSE DAY
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AARRGH The “PIRATES OF PENZANCE” are coming!
This hilarious new version of
Gilbert and Sullivan’s “Pirates
of Penzance” (…direct from
the Caribbean), is coming to
the Shoalhaven.!

This is the 30th anniversary year of
Albatross Musical Theatre Co.
which has been producing shows in
the Shoalhaven with their first ever
show also being “Pirates of
Penzance“ which featured Gaye
Baxter as “Ruth”.
This year’s fun-filled show features
Kangaroo Valley’s Lance Brown
as “The Pirate King”, Jacinta
Perry-Powell as “Ruth”,
Choreography is by Julie Norris
and on Bass guitar is Ron Burcher.
Some may remember previous
versions featuring Jon English and
also Kevin Kline as the ‘Pirate
King’ in which both had a ball
hamming it up to the audiences….
it’s good to be the king!
The Pirates are not really bad boys
but just love the adventure of
sailing the seven seas, sword
fighting in the Errol Flynn style and
racing off pretty girls just to marry
them!
The Pirate King is the king because it’s HIS
ship and if you want to play onboard then…he
has to be the king!
Go and enjoy this wonderful production

featuring other outstanding characters as the
hero (Frederic), the heroine (Mabel), the
bumbling police Sergeant and of course the
Modern Major General!
Showing from November 11 to 26, at the

Nowra School of Arts, Berry St., NOWRA…
.
BOOK tickets at FIREBALL RECORDS
Morison’s Arcade , Junction St. Nowra
Ph: 4421 1979

History lesson
(Continued from page 4)

and look up it is very hard to believe that water
can fill that gap.
Whilst this is only a glimpse of a moment in
time in Kangaroo Valley’s history, it should be
remembered that it has happened again and
again since 1991 and during these times not
only do our wombat and platypus population
take a pounding so does the rest of the
environment.
In the not too distant future it will rain and then
it will be to late to stop the ramifications of this
state’s stupid decision to raise the dam level
wall at Tallowa.
To raise our river levels as well on a permanent
basis is extremely dangerous when billions of
litres of water are wasted in drains in Sydney
every time it rains and good quality drinking
water is flushed down toilets, but that’s okay
Sydney needs water and the State Government
has every right to destroy the lives and
livelihoods of a community.
It is time to stand up and be counted.
Julie Meddows

For advertising in our bumper holiday edition
Please call Lee Sharam on 44 651 756
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Here, it is usually 10 degrees warmer in Winter,
than in the village and 10 degrees cooler in
Summer.
David spoke knowledgably about permaculture
design, willingly answered our questions and
pulled carrots from the earth to give us a
delicious taste test.
We learnt about the value of poultry in the
system (including a wonderful, portable, gypsy
caravan chicken house); we saw the worm farm
at work; he road tested some garden equipment
and we all agreed that a farmers’ market in the
Valley was surely a great idea for the very near
future.
On Friday October 28, the Garden
Then we were led to the enclosed orchard
where David has the same organic system
Group went on an excursion to David
Loneragan’s permaculture garden in the working.
Here there were the less common fruits to
Upper Kangaroo River area.
sample (scrumptious white mulberries were
It is set among the rainforest trees, within the
nearly ripe) and again he was able to show us
natural amphitheatre of the escarpment.

Kangaroo
Valley
Garden
Group

May I help?
The third aspect
of our tour was
the home
garden and this
is where it all
becomes a
family affair, as
Rose is the
expert here.
There were
beautiful old
world roses in
bloom and
perfume; a
weeping
mulberry tree

As your Federal member, it is my role to
facilitate and assist you and your family
with any concerns you might have.
My office is located at 24 Berry Street,
Nowra and is open from 8 am to 6 pm
Monday to Friday or you can contact me on
4423 1782 or toll free on 1300 301 790
I regularly visit Kangaroo Valley
and am more than happy to call or visit
you if you cannot get to my office.

Joanna Gash MP
Federal Member for Gilmore

the type of companion planting that means there
is less problem from pests and more
contribution from that essential farm bird - the
chicken.

A.P.Sparke & Broad
(Established 1897)

Solicitors & Attorneys
OBJECTIVE, INDEPENDENT
ADVICE FOR ALL YOUR
LEGAL MATTERS
Contact: Philip Broad
31 Moss Street, NOWRA, NSW 2541
Telephone: (02) 4421 7688
Incorporating the practices of
Alan C. Peters. Phelps & Brown and LFJ Norman

that would make a delightful children’s
playhouse and large boulders that are a
landscaping feature.
Finally, we were surprised by another generous
offer – morning tea on the deck, with cakes
made by Rose, just that morning.
What an excellent Garden Group meeting!
It was the largest gathering we have had so far
and it will be a hard one to follow.
Thank you to all the Loneragans for their
generosity: in imparting hard won knowledge;
taking the time to explain how the permaculture
system works; for opening their home to such a
large group and for the wonderful morning tea.
The Valley has a treasure of information here
that should be appreciated.
Lee Sharam
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Son of Bruce & Mary Preston,
Valley groom on London Honeymoon
Richard Preston married his fiancé
Kimberly Saunig daughter of John
From November 1 there will be a new
and Lee Saunig of Bamarang on the
personality at the Village Green
1st October 2005.
Nursery.
They married at the Anglican Church in
The Valley’s favourite horticulturist,
Berry “St Luke’s”.
Joanne Keane is retiring.
Kimberly was attended by Matron of
Darren has a new partner, Janet Walker from
Honour Kylie Shepherd and
Brogers’s Creek.
Bridesmaids, Naomi Deck and Carly
This charming lady is a keen gardener and a
Saunig.
qualified horticulturist, and has worked at
Kimberly wore a slim fitting over
Retail and Wholesale Nurseries around this
beaded crystal ivory wedding dress with
area.
waist length veil held by a tiny tiara and
Maybe you already know her.
cream roses bouquet.
Joanne has enjoyed 18 years at the Village
who made sure Richard got to the Church on
The Bridesmaids wore full-length dark red
Green which she established in 1987 and 12 of gowns made by Lee with cream hyacinth
time!
these years have been in partnership with
Seven year old Justin, Kimberly’s brother stole
posies.
Darren. In the future she will be available for
The men were resplendent in black suits, silver the limelight as he raced into the Church to see
consultation through the Nursery.
Richard prior to the bridal party’s arrival.
cravats, vests, with Richard in ivory coloured
To welcome Janet and farewell Joanne, please accessories.
Dean Rerekura, who recently presided at Nowra
come along and enjoy drinks and nibbles on
Baptist Church, now at Campbelltown,
The Best Man was Peter Shepherd and the
Saturday November 26, from 3 pm.
ministered the service at St Luke’s.
Groomsmen, Ben Williams and Justin Saunig
The message centred on Colossians 3:12-17 and
Proverbs 3: 3-6.
After photographs in the Berry Park a dinner
reception was held at Nowra Golf Club and
I have to take this opportunity to truly thank the ago—it has been an exemplary business
attended by 130 relatives and friends.
community of Kangaroo Valley and indeed
partnership and friendship and I thank him for The couple are currently honeymooning in
cistomers and visitors from further afield for the that experience.
London, Paris, Venice, Rome, Tuscany, Athens
support, loyalty, friendships, talks, coffees,
Janet is now taking on my half share and I am
and finally on Santorini island off Greece
wines, hugs, pushes and shoves that has made
moving on to something still close to the heart before returning to their new home in Yalwal
the 18 years at The Village Green so
of Kangaroo Valley—I am going dairy farming Road, West Nowra.
memorable, wonderful and huge.
for a while, joining my husband Allan.
Proverbs 3:3 Let love and faithfulness never
I feel lucky and honoured to have had all this.
As for The Village Green it will be business as leave you; bind them around your neck, write
Darren came in as partner with me 12 years
usual.
Jo Keane them on the tablet of your heart.

Changing of the guard

… and Jo says ….thanks for the memories!!
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It is always cold somewhere
‘Cold humanity is our concern, humans
caring about other humans’.
This is the motto of ‘WRAP FOR LOVE
Inc’---a Mission for Mercy, not a Charity.

a variety of patterns and creative ideas can be
used.
Some even incorporate the leaping kangaroo
into the square, and you can’t get more
Australian than that.
Around Australia there are 25,000 wrap
Midge Heppes is organizing the KV. Group of
workers, all volunteers, who knit or crochet
quilt wraps for needy people in this country and WRAP WITH LOVE and is keen to enlist
throughout the world.
The group was formed in 1992 and the life
saving wraps are distributed through Aid
Agencies.
In the last 13 years, 100,000 have been sent
overseas.
Each wrap consists of 28 squares [25 cm x 25
cm] crafted in 8 ply wool on No 8 needles, and October was a busy month.

Page 8

Community Corner
more volunteers.
It is a chance for other organizations and
Clubs in the Valley to once again extend the
hand of friendship in a practical way.
So please think positively about this one and
give Midge a call on 44 651 717.
She would be so delighted to hear from you.

Country Womens Association

PETA SEATON, M.P.
MEMBER
FOR
SOUTHERN
HIGHLANDS
CAN I HELP YOU?
With any State issue including:
Schools, law and order, health, environment.
Contact my office on
Tel: 4861 3623 Fax: 4861 3546

Peta Seaton, MP
Member for Southern Highlands

At the Annual General Meeting Pauline
Miller was elected as President;
Vice President Courtney Clark;
Secretary Gwen Nelson; Treasurer Eileen
Judge; Agricultural Officer Win Palmer;
Cookery Officer Christine Short;
Cultural Officer Jan Benn; Handicraft
Officer Wendy Norris;
International Officers Courtney Clark/Doris
Blinman;
Publicity Officer Heather Kelly;

For sale
Collection of cookery books
(more than 50)
Australian authors and
overseas publications
Bargain price of $100
Call Larraine 44 651 621

ALBATROSS MUSICAL THEATRE CO.
Celebrates 30 Years with

Councillors Betty Allan and Heather Kelly.
Kit Bright the Group President was delighted to
present Branch Badges to four new members:
Dawn Bright, Rose Andrews, Lyn Hagan and
Catrina Moore.
Preparations are underway for the Wollondilly
Group Annual Conference here in Kangaroo
Valley.
This important event will bring 200 CWA
members into the Valley.
A donation of $50 was made to the Kangaroo
Valley Branch of the Children’s Medical
Research Institute for their funds
The Honey Makes You Funny Morning Tea
was a happy success.
The “Honey Books” are available at $7 per
book.
This book contains wonderfully easy and
delicious recipies, to eat or to put on your face.
November 1 Meeting will be starting at 10am
with craft - the making of
glittering Christmas Decorations by Jan Benn.
Heather Kelly, Publicity Officer

Matt Brown MP

A NEW VERSION of
GILBERT & SULLIVAN’S

By arrangement with Hal Leonard Australia Pty Ltd
NOWRA SCHOOL of ARTS – Berry Street, NOWRA
Friday 11th Nov - 8 pm
Wednesday 16th Nov - 8 pm
Saturday 19th Nov - 2 pm, 8 pm
Friday 25th Nov - 8 pm

Saturday 12th Nov - 2 pm, 8 pm
Friday 18th Nov - 8 pm
Wednesday 23rd Nov - 8 pm
Saturday 26th Nov - 2 pm, 8 pm

Tickets from FIREBALL RECORD Bar
Morison’s Arcade, Junction St., NOWRA
Ph: 4422 1979 Adults - $20 Children - $15 Dinner/Show - $40
Featuring from Kangaroo Valley:
Lance Brown as the ‘Pirate King’,
Jacinta Perry–Powell as ‘Ruth’
Choreography by Julie Norris
and Ron Burcher on Bass Guitar
www.amtc.org.au

will be visiting you in Kangaroo
Valley on Monday 5 December.
Please make an appointment on
42321082 or see Matt outside the
Pub / Shops precinct, between
10.45 - 11.15 am.
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... and a “foine toime” was had by all—to be sure!
Irish eyes were smiling on October 19,
as K.V.VIEW Club ladies, joined by
other VIEW clubs from the region and
Valley residents celebrated their Gala
Fund Raising event, Blarney at the
Bridge.
This thoroughly Irish day was celebrated
with fine food at the Source Restaurant.
Blarney stones complete with blessings or a
joke were sold along with delicious Valley
made jams and pickles, pottery from the club's
own artist Dawn Daly and a range of old wares.
Well known valley resident Doris Good won
1st prize in the Apron and Hat parade.
The performances of Valley identities Sean
Kramer and Lance Brown were the highpoint of
a great day.
Sean's jokes and repartee had the audience
wiping away tears of laughter, while Lance's
wonderful voice had some dancing in the aisles.
The Club's thanks go to everybody who
supported this event - all proceeds go to the
Smith Family's Learning for Life programme.
Pictured right: Kevin McCallum (President’s
Consort), Doris Good, Carole McCallum and
Barbara Volk enjoying the “Blarney Day”.

There’s a new girl in town—Oshun Leye
There has been a lot of interest in the
new name chosen for the gift shop at 160
Moss Vale Road, previously known as
The Finishing Touch.
We asked the proprietor Wendy Allen
about the significance of the new name
Oshun Leye.
“When Diane and I parted ways in July of this
year”, said Wendy, “it seemed appropriate to
give the shop a new name to bring in some new
energy”.
“When I began my search, I knew I wanted to
have the name of a goddess to emphasise the
beautiful feminine delights that can be found
within.
So I began reading about the different qualities
that are the embodiment of the different
goddesses.
After tossing around several, I kept coming
back to the beautiful Yoruban Goddess, Oshun,
who has her roots in Nigeria.
She is the Goddess of Love, Pleasure, Beauty
and Sensuality and as such she loves beautiful
adornments and surroundings.
When it came to registering the business name,
it turned out that Oshun was already registered

News stories
please, to
kvvoice@shoal.net.au

in N.S.W., so it was back to the drawing board.
In researching, I had read about an annual
ceremony held in Nigeria to honour Oshun,
called 160-Osun.
A feast is held in the evening, then the women
dance for the goddess, hoping to be chosen as
one of her favourites.
Those who are selected are granted new names

which include that of the Goddess.
Osun Leye “gift of Oshun” or Osun Tola,
“treasure of Oshun”.
Once selected in this way, the woman serves
her community as advisor.
“Come in and experience the beauty of Oshun”
is Wendy’s invitation to the people of Kangaroo
Valley.

Kangaroo Valley
Supermarket
4465 1512
Hello and welcome to the Valley!
We have the one-stop-shop for all your
everyday and weekend needs
Groceries
Specialty breads
Delicatessen
Frozen foods
Fresh fruit and vegetables DVD hire
Chemist lines
Video hire

Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley
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We would like to thank all the people
who have worked so hard over the
school holidays to improve the pre
school.
Alan Harvey, Peter Watson, Mike Gorman
and Gary Thomas have designed, built and
re wired a new office space for the pre
school.
The office area is now separated from the play
area and bathroom by a new wall so we now
have an entrance hall.
Thank you also to Scott Styles, Jo Stirling and
Simon Russell for tidying up the pre school
before term four began.
As a special treat for Childrens’ Week 2005 Pre school organised the presentation of the

The Crocs from Kakadu
childrens’ musical play “A Mouse’s Tale” at
Kangaroo Valley Hall.

The infants department of the primary school
joined in with the pre school to
enjoy this experience.
The children became totally
involved with the story of Joe the
Mouse as he went through the
jungle to find Pirate Pete.
On his way he met with other
friendly jungle residents.
The children were invited to join
in on the journey – dancing like
Ellie the Elephant, snapping like
crocodiles, shaking maracas with
Bongo Mamma and rowing a boat
along a magic river.
Thank you to all the parents who
helped us on our journey down the
road to the hall with our group of
excited pre schoolers.
It was fun to all go on an excursion
together. Thanks also to Tell Tales
Entertainment for bringing their show south to
Kangaroo Valley.

Welcome Back

The frog went walking on a summer’s day

Cuppa & Kids
Come to Cuppa and Kids at the Anglican
Church Hall on Tuesdays at 10 am.
The November/December Play group
themes are is as follows:
November 1st
Treasure Hunt – Pirate
fun!
November 8th
Water play day - come
prepared to splash.
November 15th Indian Village – tents,
tepees, face painting,
dancing .
November 22nd Mini Archibald – come
ready to paint a
masterpiece.
November 29th
Pool Day – meet at KV
pool. ( if cold meet at
hall)
December 6th
Make Christmas
decorations
December 13th Christmas celebrations –
bring some healthy party
food.

Miss Shelleys Flowers
Re-opening 2nd November 2005
New location behind Hedgehogs Café, Berry
and next door to the new Berry shoe store

Hours Wednesday-Monday 8 am-7 pm (summer hours)

4464 1497 - 4464 3576
0422 687 854

I can't wait to see you all!!!
Shelley

Let’s be elephants with Ellie and Joe

For more information ring:
Katrina 44651485
Jane
44652017
Deb
44650133
Scott Styles
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Artistry and integrity
workmanship and it is not difficult to imagine
the pride and delight of the makers were they to
know that their creations made with skill and
love were being treasured and used to fashion
beautiful musical instruments.
Being in this space there is an understanding of
what makes a craftsman, why he believes in a
code of conduct in perfecting a job to the very
best of his ability and why artistry and integrity
Sometimes the happiest people can best be
are entwined.
portrayed through what they do and their
I asked Dominic what makes a good craftsman.
personality and philosophy, will shine warmly His answer was remarkably straight forward.
through by association with that work and their A good craftsman, regardless of his specialised
environment.
skill, should have self discipline, be willing to
Dominic Parker has lived in the Valley with his learn from the bottom up, have patience and
wife, Marijke, and daughter, Emma, for six
humility and be flexible enough not to cling to
years.
naïve conceptions and preconceptions.

During the past five years, I have been
writing this column, I have been
privileged to meet many interesting
people who have some connection to the
Valley.
They have been generous with their time
and forthcoming with their stories and
life’s experiences.

He is a maker of Harpsichords and fine
furniture and his talent extends to the
restoration and construction of organs.
Childhood memories and associations have
shaped Dominic’s career.
He grew up in England, loved to be with his
grandfather in his workshop and trained at the
London College of Furniture Making.
It was here that he realised his love for the
harpsichord and although he completed his
apprenticeship with a Master Organ Maker and
has worked on restoration projects for that
instrument, it is the harpsichord that remains his
abiding passion.
I was privileged to be a guest in his workshop,
and be introduced to his tools of trade.
It is a calm space with lofty ceilings, intricate
modern machinery and the aroma of different
timbers.
There is energy here, a feeling that this is a
modern version of an artisan’s special place.
The modern tools, beautifully hand crafted
pieces from Japanese toolmakers, sit
contentedly with hand made items that
belonged to Dominic’s grandfather.
There is balance and symmetry in the
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Kangaroo Tales
by Joan Bray

survived are a source of wonderment to us.
They are mostly in museums or private
collections, yet they were made to be used in
every day life.
Dominic makes his harpsichords with love and
uses his understanding of the uniqueness of
different timbers and how they can be fashioned
to produce the best results.
For example, because there is little energy in
the thin strings of a harpsichord, when it is
plucked, the instrument itself needs to be built
as close as possible to structural failure for the
maximum amount of energy to be transferred.
An analogy is the structure of a precisely
engineered racing yacht, where each component
of its structure is pushed to the maximum.
This can be achieved without imposing a
dogma or personal will on a piece of timber, for
after all it has once been part of nature and has
its own memory ingrained in its being.
It deserves the opportunity to guide the maker
in the creation of ‘a thing of beauty, whose
loveliness will live forever’.
Dominic hopes his harpsichords will endure for
many decades, and be played by generations of
families.
Though his skill may be partly genetic, there is
something else that I felt while talking with
Dominic.
This is an awareness that he is carrying on a
tradition, while fulfilling personal challenges
and goals.
His comment that things made with love get
better as they age and age more gracefully if
they are nurtured by their owners, is indicative
of his belief in his work.
This master craftsman has lived and worked in
England, Washington State and Montana, and
now we are privileged to have him as part of
our Kangaroo Valley community.
Perhaps we can make a connection with the
Thank you Dominic for sharing your passion
maker through seeing and touching his creation, and philosophy with us.
without even knowing much about him or even Perhaps we should give more thought to the
his name.
consequences of disregarding the value of the
Throughout the centuries craftsmen have been craftsmen and women in our society if we do
appreciated, honoured and nurtured for their
not wish our grandchildren to inherit the
skills and the important place they had in their barrenness of a mass produced culture.
communities.
Civilizations prospered and flourished and
Joan Bray
those examples of their works that have

For Advertising in the Valley Voice
And particularly for
the bumper summer issue

Please call
44 651 756
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chest pains, ankle injuries, facial and leg injury
sustained after falling off roller blades, a calf
injury sustained whilst avoiding a snake, two
motor vehicle accidents and two patients, one
young and one a little bit older who both had
The month of October has been an
underlying infections resulting in the patients
extremely busy month for us with 50
being febrile with temperatures of 40.
cases.
Just a reminder that Gayle and I are rostered on
This was made up of 23 casualty calls,
duty between the hours of 8 am and 4 pm every
seven station cases and 20 medical cases. day.
The 20 medical cases have been a service we
Remember outside of our rostered hours we are
have provided to a local by way of twice daily available on call in Kangaroo Valley with the
injections authorized by the patients Doctor.
Ambulance.
This is not the first time that we have provided We are available 24 hours a day so please do
this type of service to our local community.
not hesitate to call if you feel you need an
If you require such assistance call in and have a Ambulance.
chat to Gayle or myself and we will see what
The message is simple – dial 000, wait with the
we can do to assist you.
patient, provide first aid if you can, and let the
Our seven station cases were mostly minor
professional Paramedics handle your
injuries.
emergency.
They included hand injuries, lacerations, blood
pressure checks and minor lacerations.
Snakes
Our remaining work was once again vast and
With the onset of warmer weather our wriggly
varied.
little friends are now on the move.
It included, breathing problems, eye injuries,
This is a good time to clear around your homes

Ambulance Service report
for October

One view of the gardens at Emily cottage
another is on page 24
Human interest
stories, news and
happenings from our
Kangaroo Valley
churches
Compiled by
Kerrie Merchant
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to reduce the risk of a snake finding somewhere
comfortable to hide. Remember most snakes
will want to avoid you and generally attack
only if provoked.
If you are unfortunately bitten remember to stay
calm.
Signs and symptoms of poisonous snake bites
may appear either quickly or over the course of
many hours.
They include:
! !!!! Paired or single fang marks in the
skin
! !!!! Nausea, vomiting
! !!!! Headache
! !!!! Altered conscious state
! !!!! Double or blurred vision
! !!!! Problems with speaking and/or
swallowing
! !!!! Weakness in extremities and/or
paralysis
! !!!! Respiratory distress or cardiac arrest
! !!!! Clotting defects
Treatment:
! !!!! Use a pressure immobilisation
bandage on a limb bite
! !!!! Continually monitor the ABC and be
prepared to commence EAR or CPR
if needed
! !!!! Keep the patient calm, reassured and
at total rest
! !!!! Call an ambulance and if in an
isolated area meet the ambulance
enroute
! !!!! Do not cut the bite area and try to
drain the venom and do not apply
and tourniquet which totally cuts of
the circulation
Remember the most important thing is
DO NOT PANIC.
Scott Styles

From David Nelson on
mission in Zambia
We have recently been building an
assembly hall for "Mechanics for
Africa" only one kilometre from where I
live and also a community resource
centre on the other side of town.
A short-term mission team of mainly
retirees from the U.K. came to help us.
One of the younger guys in the group
commented that probably only two of them
could lift a concrete block!
Meanwhile I built and installed a new kitchen
in a unit that was split off from our mission's
head quarters.
I was required as usual to not only do my job as
a carpenter/joiner but also to be an interior
designer/draughtsman, cabinet maker, plumber
and electrician.
The most exciting part of the job was when I
switched the water off to run some pipe work
and while I was outside cutting thread into the
galvanised water pipe, the team gardener turned
the water supply back on and flooded the
room.
By coincidence, the next day the town water
was off and the house-help girl had left the
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The Upper River Progress Association
was founded in the late 1950’s with the
aim, according to it’s original
constitution, of furthering the
“progressive development of the Upper
River District”.
There were a great number of these
progress associations throughout New
South Wales dating back to the early years
of the last century, and many of them built
and maintained community halls.

Kangaroo Valley Voice
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Changes afoot for Upper River Association

following the closure of the school in 1968.
families like the Sharmans, the Scotts, the
Grahams, Parishes, Arnolds were the backbone The suspension bridge was opened in 1966,
replacing the original one built by the locals in
of the association for many years.
1914.
In the mid 1960’s, when the association was
first formed, there was a lively social round of Another quite live issue in the 1980’s was the
proposed road to Robertson.
activities held at the hall:
A dance was held every month, with bands like Times have certainly changed, and a lot of
progress has been made (the latest section of
the ”Highlanders”, Wilma Lumby’s orchestra
sealed road is a case in point).
and the Marshall Mount Merry Makers
With so much change in the character of the
providing the music.
The Upper River Progress association was no
For a dance held in April 1965, the catering was Upper River locality, your association now has
exception, and the present hall was opened in
provided by the residents, with Maureen Arnold to adapt new approaches and formulate
1963, having been built and paid for by the
providing beetroot and curried eggs, Billy Scott different aims.
residents, on land leased to the association by
brought tomatoes on lettuce, potatoes from John With this in mind, we are contacting all
Jack Sharman.
Graham, savoury mince from Audrey Sawkins residents and land owners in the Upper River to
The Upper River forty years ago was quite a
get suggestions on what people want from their
different place from what it is now: there was a etc.
At other dances, the lucky door prize might be a local community association.
primary school , located across the river on a
th
hill immediately opposite the hall, which closed 6/- box of chocolates; a BBQ set, an electric jug We have a film night on the 19 November
featuring “The Man from Kangaroo” (1921),
or a thermos, a picnic basket was also a
in 1968.
which will be preceded by a public meeting at
favourite item.
There was a local post office and telephone
the hall starting at 4.00 pm, when all local
The Committee and the residents put on carol
exchange on the Upper River road where the
people can come together and meet each other,
nights with a singer or a fiddler performing;
unsealed section began.
A large number of dairy farms were operating, Also featured were children’s nights and Floral and talk about the future of the local
community.
Dances.
and there was a close knit community, local
Our plans for the immediate future include re
There were even proposals for the Nowra
roofing the hall annexe and fixing the double
Players to put on productions in the Upper
News from the pews River Hall.
fireplace chimney –
Other ideas (with energy) will be welcome, we
Local issues were also of great concern: the
(Continued from page 12)
state of the roads was a perennial problem, but look forward to seeing you on the November
water tap in the laundry on with the plug in.
also the electricity supply (which extended only 19.
When the water came back on that night it
David Loneragan
to Scott’s road and was often unreliable at that);
again flooded the kitchen (now with my new
Secretary 44651423
the school bus run, and how far it would go,
cupboards in) along with five other rooms!
Ndola is a town of four hundred thousand
people with only one movie screen.
Upper Kangaroo River Progress Assn.
Going to the movies here is quite an
presents a special return season
experience.
7-30 pm Saturday November 19, 2005
They show the same movie for one week, with
three screenings a day.
The first step is to go to the supermarket to buy
some snacks and a drink.
Then you go to the ticket stall which is a
window opening onto the street.
A ticket costs $1.25 Aus, but I would hesitate to
say that it is good value.
When you walk into the theatre the door closes
behind you leaving you in absolute darkness
without lighting of any kind.
You have to FEEL your way to the seat which
can be rather embarrassing as the skin colour of
the locals makes it impossible to tell whether or
not there is someone already in the seat!
The picture is out of focus and the sound
invariably switches off for five minutes or so
and then comes back on at half volume.
We are praying for everybody involved with
baby Moses mentioned last time, as after being
Filmed in Kangaroo Valley in 1921
allocated a family by the authorities he
“A real Australian Picture at last”
reportedly died of malnutrition.

The Man from Kangaroo
Featuring the Champion Stunt Actor
Snowy Baker leaping from the bridge!!

For Valley Voice
advertising
Please call
44 651 756

Unique chance to see Australia’s first full length film
Supported by a collection of shorts

$10 Adults

$3 Children

$20 Family

Please bring a plate
Tickets available at door or phone 4465 1423 for more information
Upper River Community Hall

Yarrawa Wines tasting available
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This month’s market – Enquiry has picked up somewhat, with

NEW LISTINGS

buyers who have been holding off waiting for the market to bottom now
coming out of the woodwork. Price has been an issue though – with quite a
few low offers being thrown in by people in the knowledge it’s a buyers
market (although this doesn’t occur at the higher end of the market).
Listings have picked up considerably over the past month – which will bring
fresh inquiry to the Valley. We are trying Open Houses for new listings
(with advertising in Sydney) over the next couple of months. We are
expecting this marketing strategy will now be effective due to the increase
in enquiry – for most of this year open houses have had a very poor result
and were not worth the time and energy an owner has had to put into
presenting the house. Kangaroo Valley market is currently almost totally
made of Sydney buyers purchasing homes as weekenders, be it cabins at
the Country Club or 100 acre properties, which is why advertising in Sydney
is so crucial.

Character cottage + studio on 3/4acre

Stylish village home with great views

Elegant country home on 2.5 acres

35acre property on Berry Mountain

Comfortable home with coastal views

50 vacant acres in West Cambewarra

… selling more property in Kangaroo Valley than any other agent!
www.kvre.com.au

165 Main Road

Ph 44651404
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nickname 'the Blood-'Stained Angels'.
The guernsey went through various iterations,
but it was not until 1932 that the famous red 'V'
on a white background (almost identical to the
modern-day St.George/Illawarra NRL uniform)
was born.
then known as Emerald Hill, right back to the
Meanwhile 'the Bloods' had won another
1860s.
premiership in 1918 by five points against
There was no league or association at first, just Collingwood - even the Great War didn't stop
'friendly' matches between local clubs. In June 'footy' in Melbourne.
1874, at a meeting at the local Temperance
By 1921 South had recruited one of the most
Hall, a formal club was inaugurated.
legendary players of the game.
Amazingly, it was to be called the Cecil
Roy Cazaly inspired the song that is still sung
Football Club after Cecil Street, one of South's today, 'Up There Cazaly', for his amazing high
main thoroughfares.
marking.
However, even today, the idea of a lot of boofy In the early 30s, looking for another
blokes (it wasn't such a family game as it is
premiership, the club began recruiting a lot of
today) going along to a match and yelling
players from Western Australia.
'Carna Cecils' seems as ludicrous as it
H. A. ('Hec') de Lacy was a football writer for
eventually did to the wiser heads of the day.
Melbourne's Saturday pink-coloured sporting
Within weeks the name was changed to the
paper The Sporting Globe.
South Melbourne Football Club.
He remarked that, because South had so many
South originally played in a blue and white
of these WA imports, "they ought to change
strip. Soon afterwards, the first Melbourne-wide their nickname from the 'Bloods' or 'Bloodcompetition began - the Victorian Football
Stained Angels' to 'the Swans' "*.
Association (VFA).
It stuck, and the rest is history.
South weren't in it, but their neighbours, Albert But I can tell you, from first-hand evidence of
Park, who played in red and white, were.
the 2005 victory parade in Sydney on 30
In 1880 it was decided to merge the two clubs - September, there were still a few cries of
South got the name rights, while Albert Park
'Carna Bloods'.
prevailed with the colours - a combination that The imports helped South to their third VFL
lasted!
premiership, 42 points over Richmond, in 1933.
Their first uniform was red and white hoops;
Sadly, it was to be their last of the 20th century.
early on South were dominant in the VFA and As I mentioned, I grew up in Albert Park, near
won premierships in 1881, '85 and '89-90.
the railway station and about five minutes walk
Then, in 1897 came the breakaway, resulting
from the Swans' ground, the Lake Oval.
from internal VFA bickering, leading to the
Situated on the northern edge of the park which
start of the modern game.
gives the suburb its name and which is now the
The Victorian Football League (VFL) was
home of the annual F1 Grand Prix, the park
formed with eight clubs - all, with the exception stretches down to St Kilda.
of Fitzroy, now merged with Brisbane, still
At that end is located the Junction Oval, then
playing today.
home to fierce local rivals, 'the Saints'.
South had to wait 12 years for its first VFL
Returning from two years away at a
premiership, in 1909.
'preparatory boarding school' on the
By then the uniform had changed to a red sash Mornington Peninsula outside Melbourne, I
on a white background and attracted the
(Continued on page 24)

More memories of the Swans - a.k.a.
the Bloods (but: the Cecils……….????)
It was wonderful to read the story in last
month's Valley Voice of the celebrations
enjoyed by Joan Bray and her family
over the win by the Sydney Swans of the
2005 AFL Premiership.
As a lifetime Swans supporter also, I had
been lucky enough to chat to Joan and
Jim, and later their sons, about our
shared passion, after I arrived in the
valley late in 2000.
Following the publication of that article, I
became involved in a discussion as to how the
Swans got their nickname.
So here is a little bit of history, and a few
personal reminiscences, of a passion that I had
kept alive even while living for many years on
the other side of the world.
Imagine yourself in the city of Melbourne.
Start from its famed Flinders Street Station and
cross the Yarra River via its best known bridge,
Princes Bridge.
Turn right off St. Kilda Road, and you are
immediately in South Melbourne - the original
home, and club name, of the Swans - although
it almost wasn't - read on.
'South' runs right down to the sea at Port
Phillip Bay, as does its next neighbour, Albert
Park, where the Swans' home ground was
located, and where I grew up.
They were both part of one of the two shortest
railway lines in the Melbourne suburban
system: Flinders Street, South Melbourne,
Albert Park, Middle Park, and St. Kilda - end.
the other, that to neighbouring Port Melbourne,
was the first passenger railway in Australia,
opened in 1854.
Both are now served by Melbourne trams as
light rail lines.
Australian football had been played in the area,

Property of the month

you arrive at the 4 bedroom homestead take the short stroll to Kangaroo
River or just enjoy a dip in the inyou feel ready to for “Valley time”
ground swimming pool.
If horses are your dream a large
colorbond shed with three stables
and tack room and storage has your
every need covered.
Once in a while a true lifestyle
opportunity come along that is not to
be missed.
Don’t let this one slip.

Opportunities
are sometimes
presented in
many different
ways.
This
picturesque
Valley farmlet
could just be
the
opportunity
for you or
somebody you
know, to enjoy
everything
Kangaroo
Valley has to
offer.
The tree lined
entrance to
the property meanders very relaxingly Backing on to a river reserve you could
past one of two expansive dams and as

Details
Matthew Hill 4465 1996
and 0402 917 890
www.kangaroovalleyharcourts.
com.au
Open 7 days.
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replacement caterer at the Club.

Jazz at the Valley Club

During Spring and Summer, the Leon
Gregory Jazz Band is performing at the
Club every third Sunday in the month from
Given the wide circulation of the “Kangaroo 2.00 to -5.00pm.
Valley Voice” in the district, the Club has
decided to publish a one page newsletter in Leon is well known in the valley, having
the “Voice” each month with a view to played at the popular annual jazz event at
informing not only members, but the wider Chakola hosted by Derek Lucas.
community, as to what’s happening at the
Club.
The next concert will be on Sunday 19
November 2005.

NEWS FROM THE BOARD

What’s on at the Club?

Tuesday – Sunday
Trivia Competition
WAH DOO CHINESE RESTAURANT
Dine in / take away: ph 4465-1231
The Club has recently introduced a trivia This is a family friendly event and there will
Lunch 12.00 – 2.30 pm: $6 light lunch or competition which is held in the Clubhouse be a sausage sizzle!
full menu.
each Tuesday night commencing at 7.30
Dinner from 5.00 pm.
pm.
Monday
!!!!!!Bingo 6.00 pm.
Tuesday
!!!!!!Social Bowls 1.30 pm.
!!!!!!Croquet: ph 4465-1608 for time. Casual
gear.
!!!!!!Trivia Competition 7.30 pm.
!!!!!!Members’ Badge Draw between 8.00
& 8.15 pm.
Thursday
!!!!!!Croquet: ph 4465-1608 for time.
Casual gear.
Friday
!!!!!!Croquet: ph 4465-1608 for time.
Casual gear.
!!!!!!Meat raffle: Tickets from 7.15 pm;
draw starts 8.00 pm.
!!!!!!Members’ Badge Draw between 8.00
and 8.15 pm.
Saturday
!!!!!!Social Bowls: 1.30pm. Casual gear.
Sunday
!!!!!!Barefoot Bowls: 1.00 pm.
!!!!!!Petanque: 3.00 pm.

The competition comprises three rounds of
10 questions, with a finale 60 second
Peter Moore
$1,000 Question.

President KVBRC
The entry fee for the competition is $4.00
per person, with a cash prize of $100 going
to the table which wins the night’s
competition.

Croquet News

There was a free lunch!
Two lucky participants’ names are also
drawn each night to be put in the draw for On Saturday 15th October the Croquet
one of two great prizes:
Club held an open day for anyone wishing
to try their hand at croquet. We had a
! A Nissan X Trail, valued at $48,499, to be
good turn up of existing members and
drawn on 22 December 2005.
visitors with four of the latter being
! A Deluxe Travel Package for two to the interested in taking up this great game. In
USA, valued at $21,000, to be drawn on 17 a township as small as Kangaroo Valley
August 2006.
where recruiting new members for any
sporting club is difficult, this was a great
Conditions apply, and these will be result! Therefore we intend to continue the
explained on the night by the compere, following offer:
Don Mayo.
On the third Saturday of each month at
Why not brush up on your trivia knowledge 10am those wishing to know more about
and join us for a fun evening each Tuesday the game will be welcome to come to the
night?
club and try their hand after a short
demonstration and instruction.
The mid week members’ badge draw has
also been moved to Tuesday to coincide Dress is casual with flat shoes such as
with the trivia competition.
trainers and don't forget lunch will be

pr ovided at the Bowli ng Cl ub
Restaurant at our expense so come on
Monday
4.30pm - 8.30pm
and give it a go, you won't regret it.
Southcorp Wines are hosting a wine tasting Phone Heather or Tim Kelly on 4465Tuesday
12.00noon - 9.00pm
at the Club on Friday 11 November 2005 1608.
at 7.00 pm.
Wednesday 12.00noon - 9.00pm
Croquet has been played since the 13th
Come
along
and
join
in,
have
dinner
at
the
century and it is no coincidence that there
Thursday
12.00noon - 9.00pm
Wah Doo Restaurant and be in the is a similarity to billiards which developed
members badge draw!
Friday
12.00noon - 10.00pm
about the same time and was also played
with hoops before pockets were
Saturday
12.00noon - 10.00pm
introduced. If you have enjoyed billiards or
Restaurant Catering Contract
snooker you will love croquet.
Sunday
12.00noon - 8.30pm
After 11 years of service to Club members
Variation to trading hours is at the and their guests, Julie and Simon who run Health Warning: It smarts if you hit your
the Wah Doo Chinese Restaurant are shin with the mallet!
discretion of staff or the duty director.
moving to Sydney in late January 2006.
ATM: Cash regularly available - for
Kangaroo Valley Bowling & Recreation Club
members and and patrons during trading The Board is currently advertising for
Limited (A.B.N. 84 584 252 182)
hours.
expressions of interest to select a

Trading Hours

Southcorp wine tasting
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Kangaroo Valley to be in
front line of telephony
With just twenty subscribers, Kangaroo Valley residents
can be connected to broadband technology and save on their
monthly phone bills as well, is the promise of a new locally
based telco.
Spokesman Terry Crews says,“Snoopa can do in two weeks
what Telstra has failed to do in a decade.
Namely provide broadband access.”
Until deregulation in the
Telecommunications industry
occurred, Australia had one
national carrier that determined the
supply of telecommunication
services to regional Australia with
little or no input from the local
community.
Economies of scale led to the
centralised city based
infrastructure model that has
worked to the detriment of
regional communities.
The political solution to this was
the imposition of “a Universal
Service obligation” levy on all
carriers to fund deficiencies.
These funds have been used to
satisfy the remotest users leaving
the majority of regional
Australians to fend for themselves.
The advent of voice over the
Internet (VoIP) is changing the
landscape and for the first time a
decentralised solution is removing
distance from the pricing regime.
It is also providing the opportunity
for communities to take control of
their own telecommunications.
For rural and regional Australia to
remain competitive they must have
access to the latest technologies at
competitive prices.
Businessmen and residents need to
embrace the opportunities that the
telecommunications revolution is
offering rather than wait for a citybased Telco to decide to roll out
new products after their city
rollouts are complete.
This is an opportunity for
entrepreneurial residents to
provide access to the benefits of
these new technologies and to
ensure that their community
remains competitive.
Snoopa Community has found a
distinct lack of broadband
coverage in the residential and
industrial areas on the fringes (215km) of regional town centres.
This has lead to the development
of our Wireless Broadband
Network, now actively deployed in
a number of Snoopa
Communities.
This technology allows clients to
connect to Broadband at rates
comparable with metropolitan
ADSL rates without the use of
Telstra copper and without the
latency issues of Satellite.
The telecommunications industry
is on the brink of a revolution that
will see dramatic changes in the
way that calls are made and the
cost of these calls.

Historically telephone traffic has
been carried on the Public
Switched Telephone Network
(PSTN) with a copper wire into
the home.
Mobile networks have changed a
lot of habits but due to the limited
number of providers charges have
remained high. Landline rental
charges have continued to rise
from $9 to over $30 per month.
Sydney now enjoys an alternative
to landline-based services with the
deployment of wireless Internet
networks by 3 non-traditional
players.
A plethora of providers has
emerged to market VoIP to
residential customers.
Large corporations have enjoyed
the benefits and savings of VoIP
for a number of years.
SME businesses will soon start to
take advantage of the new VoIP
technology due to price reductions
in enabling technology.
Terry Crews the creator of Snoopa
is travelling throughout regional
Australia setting up local Snoopa
Community Telephone companies
and deploying the latest in wireless
broadband services.
The Snoopa bus brings the latest
technology to regional Australia
and the cost savings that the bush
has been crying out for.
For example using normal fixed
line services a five minute call to
anywhere in Australia is 25 cents
and 10 minutes to Sydney is also
25 cents. Local calls start at 16.5
cents and after Christmas with the
advent of Local Number
Portability (LNP) local calls will
be 10 cents.
Customers will also be able to
ditch their costly landline and
make STD calls at 10 cents a
minute.
Snoopa customers can talk to one
another for as long as they like for
free.
Three Nowra businessmen who
had been unable to get broadband
decided to join the Snoopa
revolution and took up the Snoopa
Community licence for the area
and are now enjoying wireless
broadband.
As a final point, Mr Crews adds
“There are no contracts for
telephony services. If we cannot
keep customers by providing
excellent service we do not deserve
to keep them as customers.”
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improvements.
A licensed shooter will be deployed to reduce
feral goats/deer populations on private
properties once a visitation pattern by goats/
deer is recorded by a landowner. Free-feeding
may be used to enhance such patterns. Records
will be kept of animals shot, their locations and
hunting effort, along with up-to-date mapping
of goats/deer sightings/signs. Property owners
will be expected to pay 50% of the cost of the
shooters’ time and the SRCMA grant will cover
the balance.
goats and deer was investigated in conjunction NPWS has been approached to participate in
the program since goats and deer don’t respect
with the NPWS South Coast Region Pest
Management officer. Goats preferentially graze property boundaries and roam between NPWS
land and private property. We are hoping
rock orchids and birds nest ferns growing on
rock faces in Kangaroo Valley. These species NPWS will assist by providing radio tracking
are slow to recover from grazing and therefore collars and sterile "Judas" goats that will be
the impact of goats are easily seen making these released near known feral herds. These goats
then team up with a local herd and their
presence with the herd enables the herd to be
tracked via a receiver. Thus the shooter would
have a better chance of locating goat herds.
NPWS would train at least one contract shooter
to use the radio tracking equipment.
20 landholders in Kangaroo Valley have
already expressed interest in participating in the
program but we are seeking more expressions
of interest from any landholder who regularly
observes goats and/or deer on their property.
Our current knowledge indicates a major goat
population in the upper reaches of Brogers
Creek below Barren Grounds Nature Reserve,
Goat damage to birds nest fern
at least 3 separate herds in upper Kangaroo
River, below Budderoo National Park, and a
plants an ideal indicator species of goat
herd below Belmore Falls. We are aware that
damage.
some landholders have been shooting goats in
Baseline photo monitoring points of these
these areas for some time and hopefully this
species have already been established on one
program will intensify that effort. Deer appear
property and will be expanded to include a
to be a significant problem in upper Brogers
number of other properties involved in the
project. The establishment of ungrazed leaves Creek, and are being spotted more regularly in
upper Kangaroo River.
on newly sprouted rock orchid canes and new
fronds on bird nest fern on these monitored
plants will be used to determine if the shooting
program has reduced goat numbers to a level
that allows for subsequent environmental

Feral Goat and Deer control program
on private land in Kangaroo Valley
The Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare Group in
association with the Kangaroo Valley
Environment Group and the Brogers Creek
Landcare Group has received a grant of $4,500
from the Southern Rivers Catchment
Management Authority (SRCMA) to assist with
feral deer and goat control in Kangaroo Valley.
Grazing by feral goats and deer is recognised as
a Key Threatening Process under the NSW
Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995.
This broadly means that these animals have the
potential to cause local extinctions of some
native plants and animals and that feral goat
and deer populations should be eliminated
where possible or at least reduced in numbers to
minimise their impact on the natural
environment. In Kangaroo Valley the project is
necessary to reduce the impact of feral goats
and deer on threatened native species such as
the perennial herb Irenepharsus trypherus and
Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby, and an endangered
ecological community (Illawarra Subtropical
Rainforest). Goats and deer are already causing
significant damage to rock orchids and birds
nest ferns in moist forest communities.
These feral animals are increasing in numbers
on private property in Kangaroo Valley, and the
proposed program of shooting will complement
the goat control work being undertaken by
National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) in
national parks estate surrounding the private
properties.
To establish the effectiveness of this proposed
program, a way of monitoring the impacts of

Wanted:

Visual Artists in
Kangaroo Valley
In April 2007 Kangaroo Valley will be
hosting its first Arts Festival. We are
planning a series of concerts around the
valley, and associated exhibitions of visual
art in all its forms, including painting,
sculpture, photography and film. The
festival will showcase visual artists from
Kangaroo Valley, and we would like your
input. We are holding a public meeting for
Kangaroo Valley visual artists on Tuesday
December 6 at 7pm in the Kangaroo Valley
Hall. At the meeting we will outline the
Festival as currently planned and in
particular, how the visual arts will be an
essential component of the event. Please
come along and be involved!
Belinda Webster
Artistic Director
Kangaroo Valley Arts Festival
Ph: 4465 1259
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Market Review
Spring has definitely seen a flurry of activity with strong enquiry and some
excellent results being achieved. Prices paid are excellent with those property
owners that are prepared to wait realising their price. Negotiations with
buyers is a somewhat protracted process with many people wishing to
purchase but unable to do so until they sell their properties in other areas
first.
Recent exposure on Sixty minutes and A Current Affair has highlighted that
people are still striving to escape the city lifestyle and with Kangaroo Valley
one of the top 5 “Tree Change” destinations of NSW we expect demand for
property to continue to be strong.
Recent Results:
In the last month we have sold:
House on a residential lot $520,000 plus
House on 1 ha
$900,000 plus
House on 5.6 ha
$1,600,000 plus
House on 16 ha
$1,200,000 plus
House on 2.8 ha
$725,000 plus
Twice as good
Our Kangaroo Valley team continues its award winning ways. At the recent
NSW awards night, Matthew Hill picked up more awards as one of the top
salespeople in NSW and Rachael our office administrator received due reward
as the top administrator in NSW.
With our office in Berry we offer you and your property more of everything.
Seven web pages for extra exposure
Two windows for twice the exposure for your property
Four sales consultants working on your property
Twice the commitment towards you and your property.
Twice the results
No gimmicks just our “Harcourts Promise” and our total commitment
to work with you together to make the whole experience easier,
less stressful and far more rewarding.
Creating clients for life through the finest service
4465 1996 Open 7 days
www.kangaroovalleyharcourts.com.au
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The Friendly Inn Hotel
…. the heart and soul of Kangaroo Valley

Under new management
Bistro open
seven days
Lunch 12-3
Dinner 6-9

Look out for news of our
entertainment program and liquor
specials every month
We are focussed on providing
great customer service
in the best of surroundings

We welcome your patronage
of the Friendly Inn
and ask for your understanding
during improvements and renovations
Come in and talk to us about hosting
your Christmas Social, staff party,
anniversary or special occasion
The Friendly Inn Hotel
…. the heart and soul of Kangaroo Valley

158 Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley
Telephone 4465 1355 Fax 4465 1440
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Which spread?
by Rosemary Stanton
I am always happy to answer questions from
people in the Valley. One that crops up often
concerns the choice of yellow spread – butter
or margarine?
I should put my cards on the table and say that
having seen margarine being made, I would
never buy it. I also dislike its flavour. But that
doesn't mean that I think butter is good for you.
Margarine
Margarine manufacturers are careful to avoid
letting cameras into their factories, except to see
the final assembly line where the yellow
product is deposited into plastic containers. But
I'll skip the nasty side of the processing and
look at the nutritional value of the final product.
The process of turning a liquid vegetable oil
into a spreadable margarine means that some of
the original unsaturated fats in the vegetable
oils must be converted to saturated fat, or to a
compound called elaidic acid – an undesirable
‘trans fat’.
Elaidic acid doesn't occur in nature and is only
produced when vegetable oils undergo a
process called hydrogenation. Elaidic acid has
been shown to be associated with increased risk
of heart disease and has more recently been
implicated as increasing the risk of macula
degeneration.
Saturated fat is undesirable because it raises
blood cholesterol. Both the 'bad' LDL and the
'good' HDL types of cholesterol rise when we
consume saturated fat, with the bad kind
shooting much higher than the good kind. The
evidence against saturated fat is strong,
especially its adverse effects on blood
cholesterol. Cholesterol is a waxy kind of fat
that clogs arteries anywhere in the body – with
major effects on the coronary arteries that feed
the heart, the major arteries going to the brain
and the blood vessels that supply the penis in
men.
The trans fat formed during the hydrogenation
of vegetable oils is even worse than saturated
fat as it raises the 'bad' type of LDL cholesterol
and lowers the protective or 'good' HDL
cholesterol. Studies into the way diet affects
macula degeneration also implicate the trans fat
in margarine and other solid fats as a major
problem.
Several years ago, after much lobbying from
public health nutritionists (including me), the
two major companies making margarines in
Australia agreed to use a different
manufacturing process which avoids producing
trans fat. Their major brands were declared as
'containing minimal trans fat'. So far so good.
Unfortunately, many house brands and cheaper
margarines are now being made with trans fat.
In one supermarket, I recently counted eight
different mono or polyunsaturated margarines
with substantial amounts of trans fats – some
bearing the National Heart Foundation tick.
I contacted the Heart Foundation, and from next
year, products that display the tick must be
made without trans fat. It's a pity they didn't
insist on such standards before allowing

companies to buy the tick in the past.
Manufacturers who list the mono or
polyunsaturated fat content of their products are
required to also list the trans fat content so
check the nutrition information panel. If the
product has more than 1% trans fat, skip it.
Margarines that have minimal trans fat still
contain substantial quantities of saturated fat –
usually 25-30% of their fat content. A typical
10g portion of mono or polyunsaturated
margarine (about the amount you'd spread on a
slice of toast) contains the same amount of
saturated fat you'd get from two eggs.
Sterol-containing margarines
Some margarines contain concentrated extracts
of plant sterols that can stick onto cholesterol
and send it out in faeces. Studies show that
consuming 20g of these products a day can
lower blood cholesterol levels by about 10%.
Larger quantities have no extra effect.
Sterol margarines are made without trans fat,
but they're not without potential problems. As
well as sticking onto cholesterol, the plant
sterols remove some fat soluble vitamins from
the intestine and also compounds called
carotenoids. Several carotenoids have been
shown to have anti-cancer activity within the
body, so their removal could deprive us of
potential protection against cancer.
If you have high cholesterol and find it difficult
to reduce by the usual methods of restricting
saturated fats and losing excess weight, sterol
margarines may help. But make sure you eat an
extra piece of fruit and an extra serving of
brightly coloured vegetables each day, as
researchers at CSIRO have shown this will
make up for the protective carotenoids lost with
the sterols.
If you are not at high risk of heart disease, I
wouldn't recommend these products. Food
Standards Australia New Zealand makes the

sterol-containing margarines carry a warning
that they are not suitable for pregnant women or
children. There is also no data on their longterm effects.
Butter
Both butter and margarine have the same high
kilojoule level, but there's no doubting the
superior taste of butter. Australian butter is also
more 'natural' than margarine in that it is not
permitted to contain colouring or additives
other than salt. Butter also has no elaidic acid –
the undesirable trans fat in some margarines
(and other foods – see a future article).
The bad news about butter is that it's
particularly high in saturated fat, with more
than twice as much as unsaturated margarines.
Blends
Blends of butter and vegetable oils are
increasing in popularity. They have less
saturated fat than butter and since the oils have
not been first turned into a solid spread, they
don't have elaidic acid. They are permitted to
add various substances, including colourings
and flavourings. These must be declared on the
ingredient list and products differ widely.
From the nutritional viewpoint, blends do have
less saturated fat than straight butter. But as
with all spreads, more is not better.
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Community
consultation commences
for Shoalhaven transfers
The Sydney Catchment Authority
(SCA) has now completed detailed
engineering and hydrological
analysis in relation to the
Shoalhaven Water Transfer
proposal, SCA Acting Managing
Director George Dodds said on
October 24, 2005
Mr Dodds said the results were
presented to a meeting of the
Shoalhaven Community Reference
Group at the Nowra Golf Club this
morning.
The Shoalhaven proposal is part of a
diverse plan to meet the future water
supply needs of growing communities
in Sydney, the Shoalhaven (including
Nowra), the Illawarra, the Blue
Mountains and Southern Highlands.
“This is part of an on-going community
consultation process with local
Shoalhaven communities, including the
residents of Kangaroo Valley,” Mr
Dodds said.
“The SCA has now briefed the
Reference Group on its recommended
Stage 1 of the project: to install seven
metre high radial gates on the existing
Tallowa Dam wall.
“If approved by the Government, the
gates will increase the volume of water
stored in Lake Yarrunga and enable

more water to be transferred to
Sydney.
“It will also secure the long term water
supply of Nowra and other growing
Shoalhaven communities, as well as
providing increased environmental
flows downstream for the Shoalhaven
River.”
Mr Dodds said the Reference Group
has been asked to consider the
proposal and how the SCA could best
operate the dam and transfers to meet
water supply, environmental and
community needs.
The upgraded Tallowa Dam would
operate in conjunction with other key
components of the Metropolitan Water
Plan, including:
a significant increase in waste water
recycling and re-use by
Sydneysiders,
the new desalination plant in
Sydney,
improved demand management,
and
other water supply augmentation
and conservation initiatives.
“This means that, although we still
need the Shoalhaven project now, we’ll
have flexibility in the contribution it
needs to make to overall supply,” Mr

Excavator
New IHI 5 tonne with rubber tracks
Includes:

All buckets—Rockbreaker—Augers—Levelling blade for
Dam clearing—Landscaping—House & shed sites & footings
Rockwalls & rocks supplied

Bobcat
4 in 1 bucket - trenching
post hole boring - backhoe attachment

Tiptruck

Vibrate roller

Dozer D4

soil, gravel, rubbish removal
Caterpillar, site levelling, roads, dams, small clearing

Also 2 coat cold bitumen driveway seal with own equipment
Fully ticketed as required. Fully insured

Mobile phone number 0408 534 019 Home phone 02 44 651 172
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Tallowa Dam
7 metres
higher?
PUBLIC MEETING
Monday 28 Nov 2005
AT 7.30PM
KANGAROO VALLEY HALL
The Sydney Catchment Authority
(SCA) has now put out a specific
proposal for public consultation –
to raise the height of Tallowa
Dam by up to 7 metres (their
preferred option).
Come and hear SCA outline the
proposal, ask your questions,
and have your say.
Lake Yarrunga Taskforce
Dodds said.
“It provides the SCA with a range of
options for operating Tallowa Dam,” he
said.
Mr Dodds said the SCA will consult
with the local community on a range of
issues including impacts downstream
of Tallowa Dam, increased water
levels from the raised dam, plans to
improve the SCA’s existing
recreational facilities at Bendeela in
the Kangaroo Valley for river users and
tourism operators and a range of other
matters.
“The SCA is committed to securing the
future water needs of the growing
communities in Sydney, the
Shoalhaven, the Illawarra and the
Southern Highlands,” Mr Dodds said.
“We’re also committed to maintaining
Tallowa Dam and Bendeela Camping
Ground as important recreational and
tourism assets in Kangaroo Valley,” he
said.
“The community will be able to provide
input to the design of the upgraded
Bendeela Camping Ground, which we
propose to relocate to an area immediately
adjacent to the existing site.

“Broad community consultation will be
carried out concerning all of these
proposals before any final decision is
made by the Government,” Mr Dodds
concluded.
For media enquiries call Debbie Low
on (02) 4725 2502 or 0409 783 039 or
Alison White on 0429 456 454
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You’re welcome at Emily cottage
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History of the Swans
(Continued from page 15)

No this is not the south of France, it is Kangaroo Valley see page 12 for details

Can you help Pioneer Farm as a volunteer???
Please contact Elaine Apperley 44 652 026
January 2006

10 - 1 pm

1 - 4 pm

Date

Day

Volunteer

Volunteer

1

Sun

Closed ?????

Closed ?????

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Mon
Tue
Wed
Thur
Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thur
Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thur
Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thur
Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tue

Meryl Burcher
Una Chapman
Elizabeth Sheeran
Nanette Good
Meryl Burcher
Margaret Tipton
Sheila Young
Meryl Burcher
Denise Kidd
Pat Coulter
Elizabeth Henke
Marie Partridge
Esther Barger
Margaret McLachlan
Meryl Burcher
Doris Good
Una Chapman
J & B Holdaway
Carol McCallum
Esther Barger
Jennefer Hutton
Meryl Burcher
Joan Bray
Pat Coulter
Nanette Good
Hope Kennedy
Fay Nelson
Lee Sharam
Meryl Burcher
Closed

Fay Nelson
Elaine Apperley
Elizabeth Henke
Nanette Good
???????????
Elaine & Warren Riedel
Sheila Young
?????????????
Elaine Apperley
Pat Coulter
Elizabeth Henke
Marie Partridge
Esther Barger
Margaret McLachlan
George Lee
Elaine Apperley
Elizabeth Henke
J & B Holdaway
??????????
Esther Barger
Jennefer Hutton
George Lee
Joan Bray
Pat Coulter
Nanette Good
Hope Kennedy
Elaine & Warren Riedel
Lee Sharam
Elaine Apperley
Closed

was allowed to go to matches from the age of
about 10 and soon became a junior member.
Our hero was full back Freddie Goldsmith.
Fred, like Aussie cricket captain Ricky Ponting,
was a continuous 'chewer'.
So we young kids used to throw him packets of
'PK', his favourite gum, onto the ground.
Freddie had to contend with full forwards like
Essendon's legendary John Coleman.
Tall and slim, he soared above everyone, even
Freddie, to kick bagfuls of goals each match.
A career cut short through injury, then an early
death, earned him immortal status - the medal
for most goals in an AFL home-and-away
season is named after him.
But it was wonderful, on Brownlow Medal
night this year, to see Freddie Goldsmith on TV
still reminiscing with his mates about 'the old
days'.
A career in radio and then news journalism took
me away from Melbourne at age 20 to country
Victoria, Tasmania and eventually Sydney.
The Swans never seemed to do well, but my
loyalty remained.
Then I had to follow them from further afield
when, in my mid-20s, I headed for England.
It was an anxious wait for Monday mornings to
look in the fine print of the sports pages of
London's The Guardian or Daily Telegraph to
see the footy results. "Swans lost again, oh
dear".
Then in the early '80s South, in deep financial
(Continued on page 25)

Valley Guide
to eating out
Thai

Jing Jo
44 651 314

Mediterranean

Café Bella
44 651 660

Modern Australian
Source at Kangaroo
44 651 969

Value—service and
a good choice
it’s all here in
Kangaroo Valley.
So much to do, you wont
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The Sports Report
Compiled by Kate Rutherford
Last Spring the Club hosted a group of
disabled players to play an eight person
team from the Club. The day was a great
A new planted area is being established to
Grounds and Maintenance
success, Gerry Garrett provided a memorable
protect court 4 against southerly winds. The
The Courts
morning tea and the visitors were presented
actual planting will "happen" in late October
Some repair work was carried out to the
with a fine trophy donated
and early November.
surface of court 3, in an endeavour to fill in
by Keith Learn.
Activities
the low spots, and the soft courts have been
Tuesday Night Tennis
Junior Tennis
scraped to remove the build up of dirt and
We are now in our second round of Tuesday
Our thanks to Kate Rutherford for re- starting
mould.
Night Tennis.
the teenage tennis competition. (our previous
Drainage
The program was originally established with
teenage competition folded 4 years ago) and
Existing perimeter drains have been deepened
assistance from Janette Gale as part of her
to Jan Ross (Janette Hebbes) who is again
and new drains have been excavated to help
Healthy Community program.
devoting her time off to coach the junior
remove run off water from the courts.
We start at 6pm and run for about 1.5 hours.
squad. 2004 squad member, Laura Kent is
Court Netting
Our coach, Amanda Gazzard, helps with
continuing her winning run is currently
Perimeter netting has slipped down in the last
some coaching tips and players of all levels
playing overseas.
10 years and is in process of being lifted and
are welcome to participate There is a small
Night Competition
secured. This job has been carried out by
fee payable to cover lights and balls.
This Spring we have had a serious shortage of Administrative Changes
working bees and is half completed.
a A Division ladies and have cut back to 6
Court Nets
Several changes were instituted relating to the
teams. In B Division we have gone back to
We have recently installed new and re sewn
collection of membership and tournament
"no gender differentiation", a system that
nets to all courts and centre straps have been
fees which are now paid by internet transfer
worked well in the past. This system involves
fitted and secured by Club Member Angus
or cheque.
much more work, however the grader, Lee
Kennedy, Angus will soon be replacing the
Tournament fees have been reduced to $50
Sharam, has risen to the challenge..
loxins with centre weights to overcome the
per competition, which allows for at least 2
Social Tennis Days
problem of the loxins lifting out of the
wet days, and means that team members pay
We have continued to organise two social
concrete.
for their subs.
days per year. The next Social day is planned
The Gardens
New arrangements are now in place for the
for Saturday, November 12. There will be
Two new alloy seats have been "planted" in
provision and collection of balls, keys and
competitions for adults and children and a
the grass outside court 4 and are already
score sheets.
BBQ featuring the delicious kebabs from
proving popular during competition nights.
The Tennis Club would like to thank Brian
Maughers Meats. The day is free to members
and Esther for the generous support they have
and their friends.
given the Club during their years at the Post
History of the Swans The Milo sponsored "Tennis over Australia" Office.
program has now come to an end.
I would like to thank members of the
(Continued from page 24)
This program helped to fund our social days
Committee for their hard work and support
trouble, had either to merge, fold, or accept an
and it is hoped that we can find a similar
during the last year .
offer from the VFL, who wanted the
sponsorship in the future.
Nigel Lewis (President)
competition to 'go national', to move to Sydney. Disabled Player Day
Kangaroo Valley Tennis Club Inc.
Thankfully they chose the latter and the Sydney
Swans were born.
With the eventual addition of clubs from
Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth, the VFL became
the Australian Football League .
I returned to Australia in 1993.
I knew that the work I wanted to do was more
likely to be in Sydney than elsewhere and,
JOHN MCKINLEY
anyway, there were the Swans, already
* MOBILE LOG SPLITTING
KANGAROO V ALLEY
entrenched, but doing poorly.
* CHAINSAW OPERATING
Most people are aware of the story - multiple
MOBILE - 0428 610 508
changes of coaches but eventually, under
* LAWN MOWING
A.H. - 4465 1181
Rodney Eade, another Grand Final in 1996, the
* FIREWOOD SUPPLIES
FAX - 4465 1904
first since 1945, for the Swans.
* 4 IN 1 BUCKET
But it was a losing one.
Then the inspirational former player Paul Roos
* TRENCHING
(a member of the '96 squad) was appointed
* POST HOLE BORING
coach in mid-2002.
* SOIL LEVELLING
By 2005 as the team song says it was, at long
last, "Onward to victory".
* POLY PIPE LAYING
Congratulations and "Go Swannies".

Annual Report of the Kangaroo Valley Tennis Club

ANJON PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
MINI DINGO DIGGER HIRE
MOBILE LOG SPLITTING

John Patrick-Healy
Quote by permission
from 'Plugger and The Mighty Swans',
book by Jim Main

* ROTARY HOEING
* STUMP GRINDING
* ANGLE BLADE
* RUBBISH REMOVAL

DIFFICULT & CONFINED AREAS 1.1 MTR ACCESS
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Kangaroo Valley
Junior Cricket
underway
The whites have been bleached, hand-medowns dusted off and 'male protectors' bought.
Cricket is once again a weekend event in the
valley.
Anticipating 30 or so interested palyers - an
amazing 46 enthusiastic youngsters signed up
to play local cricket!
With the support of local sponsorship, four
teams have been formed - Fudgies (The
Fudgehouse), Machines (Wrights Machinery),
Lumberjacks (Rural Supplies) and Supers (K.V.
Supermarket).
The first game was played over the weekends of
October 15th and 22nd and a good time was
had by all.
A great hat trick by Jessie Stapleton and some
high run scores from Jaryd Moran (17) and
Michael Eccles (10) saw the Supers just beat
the Lumberjacks 79 runs to 61.
The Fudgies were not so lucky, going down to
the Machines 103 runs to 47.
A great batting partnership by Brayden Moran
and Nick Gorman sent the Fudgies running.
Even though Max Champion had an awesome
bowling game and Peter Chittick took a great
catch, the score just couldn't be matched.
This weekend should prove very interesting
with the Fudgies tackling the Lumberjacks and
the Machines playing the Supers!
A special mention must go to all the parents
who help with on field coaching.
However, a few eyebrows were raised when
these over-enthusiastic, ever frustrated adults
caught players out and stopped 'fours' over the
weekend!
We may just have to tie their hands behind their
backs next week - or organise a game just for
them!

The first ball of the new Kangaroo Valley Cricket competition with Hayden Martin bowling to
Andy Cai. Katie Williams and Rob Moran (umpire), witness the historic moment
A big thank you to all of the sponsors.
Without them we would be unable to purchase
equipment for the huge range of ages we have
playing.
So, thank you to Wrights Machinery,
The Fudge House,
Rural Supplies,
K.V. Supermarket,
The Newsagency,
Harcourts
Lindy Ross and Associates
K.V. Roadhouse,
Homelea Cottage,
The Bakehouse,
Post Office,
Pizzeria,
Barrengarry Store.
Ken Crocker and NSW Cricket.

SELBY’S EARTHMOVING
“Your Local
Earthmoving
Contractor”

COMPETITIVE RATES
COMPETENT OPERATORS
FREE QUOTES & FRIENDLY
ADVICE

4WD Backhoe –with augers (300 mm, 450mm, 600mm)
Bobcat with trencher and augers
Bulldozers
Excavators
Tip Truck (sand, soil & gravel supplies)
Excavator Bulldozer

Phone David or Sharon on 4465 1186 or 0428 429 398
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Major - Minor Pairs Champions!
Kangaroo Valley - Men’s Bowls
The Minor Singles tournament has
begun and commenced with an
outstanding performance by two players
who have only taken up the game this
year.
Nathan Jones and Lance Brown probably
produced their best form of the year in this
elimination round as they fought it out
over 37 ends with the lead changing
several times.

An outstanding debut by Nathan Jones

Lance preferring the longer ends and Nathan
the shorter with both trying to upset the other
with the constant variations.
Nathan hung on to defeat Lance 31 - 26 in a
game which encompassed sun, wind and rain
with both players praising the other for a
wonderful game.
The final of the Major - Minor Pairs was played
between Geoff 'Tige' Lidbetter / Lance Brown
and Kevin Baskcombe / Nathan Jones.
Both teams had been playing so well that
neither could be favoured.
The game began as tight as a clenched fist with
the first 10 ends even until 'Tige' and Lance

Major-Minor Pairs Winners :- Lance Brown
and Geoff 'Tige' Lidbetter (left) and Runnersup :-Kevin Bascombe and Nathan Jones.
picked up a couple of 3 pointers which seemed
to help them set sail into a comfortable lead
with most of the lady luck going their way.
The ensuring ends were tight with the leaders
content to get one cat amongst the pigeons at
each end to maintain the gap.
After 21 ends Geoff 'Tige' Lidbetter and Lance
Brown won the match 29 - 10 which the
allowed 'Tige' to have one celebratory beer
before racing off to milk the cows at his dairy.
The Bias One

Jazz Away
As the Valley Club and Restaurant
gets lively with the Leon Gregory Band

Sunday November 20

2-5 pm
And every Sunday of the
month through summer
Enjoy Great Swing, Latin and Be-Bop
With stunning views of the Valley
*Family friendly
*Sausage Sizzle
*Barefoot Bowling
Marshall Rd: at the Mount Scanzi turn off
3rd

ATM at the Club:
Cash is regularly available during
all club trading hours.
Barefoot bowls: Sundays from
11 am. Only $5 Includes
equipment and green hire

Trivia competition—$100 prize—Tuesday nights—7-30 pm

And don’t forget

Wah Doo Chinese Restaurant
Is open for Dine-In and Take-Away meals from
Tuesday to Sunday Lunch from 12—2-30 pm
($6 Light lunch special or full menu)
Dinner from 5 pm Phone 44 651 231

Information for members and guests.
Information for members and guests

Get in the picture!. Austar Sports Channels on the big 2 metre screen.
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Them what whispers down the well,
About the goods they ‘ave to sell,
Will not make as many dollars,
As thems wot climbs up trees an’ ‘ ollers.

Eccles Electrical
Ph 44651037
email: quoll@austarnet.com.au
*All Electrical jobs including- domestic and commercial
*Refrigeration/Air-con

*Plus Pump Repairs
~Emergency Service Available~

The Village Green Nursery

Paul Obern Arborist Services

Est 1988

Qualified Tree Surgeon with 10 years Experience

Pot Plant to Paddock—We cater for all!
Tubestock, Windbreaks, Hedging,
Fruit, Seedlings, Natives and Exotics

Consultation service
Open 7 days
Ph/fax 44 651 533 Jo or Darren

Tree Reductions, Section Felling, Felling, Dead Wooding, Fire
Reduction Clearing, Thinning, Mulching, Dangerous Trees
Removed – all sizes

Call Paul Tel: 02 44651391 or Mobile No. 0403 610 236
Free quotes—Competitive Prices Kangaroo Valley Area

For all your electrical, data & telephone requirements

Phone: 4422 3588

MAINTENANCE SOLUTIONS
Your solution to mechanical & property maintenance needs!
Quality workmanship by a qualified tradesman
Break-down and after hours service available
Call Simon Shine on 4465 2328 Kangaroo Valley ABN: 60 198 426 162

Mobile 0427 442 004

DRYDEN PLUMBING SERVICES
Plumber, Drainer & Gasfitter
Obligation-free Quotes-24 Hour Service
Call Mark or Margo
Phone 44651503 Mobile 0413 99 1080
Lic. No. 11234

KANGAROO VALLEY
PLUMBING SERVICES

Lee Dale:
Tel 0405 224043
Licence No: 158073C
24 hours—7 Days Emergency Service
15 years experience
Same day
hot water system replacement

mim beim
n a t u r o p a t h
Kangaroo Valley and
S t r a n d Ar c a d e , S yd n e y
(02) 9233 5362 by appointment only

www.strandnatural.com
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MIKE & CATHY GORMAN
! !!! Electrical Installations – Home/Business
! !!! Smoke detectors, Surge protectors, Safety switches
! !!! Garden and Entertainment lighting
Mobile: 0427651540
Phone/Fax: 44651540
1005 Wattamolla Rd Wattamolla, 2535
Lic No. 46822C
ABN 76 031 101 072

Robin Godson-King D.R.M. A.T.M.S.
Holistic Massage Therapist since 1980.
Ph; 02 4465 1462 Mob; 0431 940 659

Ian McLean
Phone/Fax 4464 3267
Mobile 0427 643 267

Kangaroo Valley Security
Regular and casual patrols of
properties and premises
Alarm responses – Security signage
Static guarding
Sales of alarms and associated equipment
Fully licensed security operative servicing the Valley
Ph 44 651 659 Mob: 042 865 1659
Master Licence No: 407376632

Computer Solutions
contact Wayne
David Spence

Solve all your pc computer problems
call 44 652 435 or mobile 0404 652 817
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CMRI Melbourne Cup Day at the Valley Club
Not only the ladies wore hats (and there
were dozens of them) but the gentlemen
had a special section as well
(albeit a smaller field).
Best dressed couple (below) were
Chris and Chris Bult

Rural Fire Service report
Since the last edition of the Voice the
brigade’s assistance has not had to be
called upon.
The brigade however has still been active
with assisting with HR burns at the
Glenmack Caravan Park, K.V. Golf Club,
and the K.V. Pre School as part of the
regular Wednesday night training sessions
and a Saturday on a HR at an address at
Upper River.

communication from an incident to the Fire
Control Center in Nowra without the need for
the crew leader to have to return to the truck
when ever a situation report needs to be given,
the status of the incident changes or a message
is incoming from fire control.
Also the brigade has purchased a $4000
computer system.
The system includes all the usual gadgets and
gizmos plus roof mounted projector and screen,
flash Harry printer etc.etc.
Members also attended the station on Saturday This will bring the Valley brigade a much
October 8, for the state wide Open Day.
needed training upgrade (from an old B&W
This day was a huge disappointment for the
ancient dinosaur) to an extremely modern
Brigade with less than five people visiting the
training aid.
station during the day and with all the media
This system came about after much discussion
advertising and advertising posters around town within the brigade, at its last four or five
and in the last Valley Voice it was a bit of a
monthly meetings, so that it will do a number of
waste of volunteer members time and resources tasks including training, access to RFS data
with little to no local support at the station on
during major incidents that Valley Crews may
the day.
be involved in, PowerPoint presentations and
However it must be said, despite the open day, all the usual documentation needed to run the
that through previous donations and support to Brigade.
the brigade and at fund raising activities
So a big thank you to all who have supported
conducted, the brigade has been able to upgrade the brigade financially, as these very important
some much needed equipment recently.
items would not have been possible without
Some $1875 was spent to purchase two hand
your ongoing support.
held portable UHF radios, one each for both
In the near future the brigade has a number of
Valley Tankers.
projects that it is hoping to start on including
This money came from the State Government, the repainting of the inside of the station.
when we were handed the Cat 1 tanker earlier
this year and from a most generous donation to
Craig Winter for KVRFS
the brigade from Eraring Energy $658 given
earlier this year.
Note: The much welcomed rain of recent times
This will mean better and instant
has not stopped the summer bushfire danger.
We should not become complacent or relaxed
that the danger has lessened.
It will take but one hot day with westerly winds
For Advertising
to put us right back to where we were before the
in the Valley Voice
rain.
So, be careful with fire, be prepared and
vigilant to the dangers.

Please call
4465 1756

Landcare
Report
We slaved, had a huge fire and really enjoyed
the sizzle and pop of privet seeds burning [see
below] .
Currently we plan to return to ‘Rednas’ for our
November Working bee [Saturday 26
November 2005] 13 adults a few kids .
Many thanks to all those who were able to
attend. November 26 will be our last working
bee for the year, please put the date in your
book.
Lantana!! The Shoalhaven City Council is coordinating an application for Commonwealth $
to tackle lantana.
This scheme is $:$. Land owners can put up
cash and/or they can provide labour which is
costed at $20/hour.
I have indicated that BCL members have plenty
of lantana and that collectively we could raise at
least $5,000.
Please contact Kate Britton :
brittonk@shoalhaven..nsw.gov.au 44293111 if
you are keen.
This project will take a little time to come
together but if approved work should be done
before next winter.
Greg Thompson
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Wot’s on in the Valley

Claim the date!
December 2
evening. By popular request. COGS
are hosting another Gingerbread house
making epic! More info?
Contact Gail Chittick 44651367 or
Alanna Smith 44651380
Christmas Eve
Concert at the Friendly Inn
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Special events November 2005
Saturday November 12
9.30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Open Garden, "Emily Cottage"
Saturday November 12
Landcare Walk and Talk at Hampden
BridgeMeet at the picnic table at the north end of the bridge 9 am to 11 am

Organisations are invited to use this page
to claim the date for any events they are planning, so as to
avoid doubling up and clashes with other groups.

Monthly events

Tues (1st)
Tues (2nd)

KV Rural Fire Service meeting – 7.30 pm – Fire Shed – Bill Chittick 4465 1242
Senior Citizen’s Meeting - 10.15 am – Kangaroo Valley Bowling Club.
Environment Group – 6 pm – The Ambulance Community Complex –
Peter Stanton 4465 1688
A & H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall – Betty Allan 4465 1154
Historical Society – 1 pm – Pioneer Farm – Gerry Garrett 4465 1419.
Pioneer Settlement Trust - 10.30am - Pioneer Park - Elaine Apperley 4465 2026
CWA 11.00 am to 12.30 pm followed by a shared lunch and handicraft session.
Pre School Meeting

Wed (4th)

Pioneer Farm working bee 10 am to 2 pm Bring tools to suit your expertise

Thurs (2nd)

P. & C. Meeting – – KV School

Fri (1st)

Upper Kangaroo River Bushcare 9 to 11am near picnic area.Tess Heighes 4422 7147

Fri (2nd)

View Club Gen Meeting & Luncheon – 12 pm – Hampden Bridge Café

Mon (1st)
Mon (2nd)
Mon (2nd)
Mon (3rd)

Brogers Creek Landcare – Andrew or Liz 4465 1482
9-11am for Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare, meet at Upper
Kangaroo Valley Hall Contact Tess Heighes 4422 7147
Sun (1st)
Family Friendly Contemporary Service – 9.30 am – Anglican Church 4465 1585
Family Evening Service 6-30 pm Uniting Church 4464 1034
Sun (2nd)
Communion & Traditional Service – 9.30 am – Anglican Church 4465 1585
Communion Service
9 am
Uniting Church
4464 1034
Sun (3rd to 5th) Worship Service
9 am
Uniting Church
4464 1034
Sun (3rd)
Jazz at the Valley Club 2-5 pm
Sun (last)
Fishing Club Competition day – Harold Sharman 4465 1140
Sat (last)
Sat (3rd)

Bi-weekly events
Tuesday (2nd & 4th)

Lions Club Al Fresco – 7 pm Carolyn Green 4465 1384

Thursday (1st & 3rd)

Men’s Group 7.30 pm - Bob Dunn 44651056

Friday (1st Friday)

Upper Kangaroo River Bushcare Group Les Mitchell 4465 1564

Weekly events
Mon – Fri Bus Service to Nowra and
Highlands - 4423 5990
Mon – Sat Mass St. Joseph’s 6.30 am
Mon
Bingo – 7 pm KVB&RC
Mon
1-3 pm Women's Bible Study
Anglican Hall 44651585
Mon&Wed 10-12 am Women's Bible Study Anglican Residence 44651585
Mon Wed Thurs 1-3 pm Women's Care & share Anglican Hall 44651585
Mon
Mon low-mod intensity exercise
class Hall 8.45 am 4447 8332
Tues
9 am Association Croquet
Tues Men's Bowling - 1.30 pm, Casual
Contact Club 4465 1175 & leave name
Tues
10-12 & 6-8 Iyenga Yoga 44 651 364
Tues
Cuppa & kids Sunday School Hall 10am
Wed
Tai Chi Hall 8.30 am 4447 8332
Wed
Croquet Club 9 am Valley Club
Wed
Rural Fire Service Training at Shed 6pm
Wed
6-8 pm Iyenga yoga contact 44 651364
Wed
K.V. Police Station - 10 am to
6 pm for enquiries 4465 1144.
Thurs
5 pm Golf Croquet
Exercise Class 9-15 am KV Hall
Walking group P.O. 10 am
Fri
2 pm Association Croquet
Fri
9.30 am Pilates 44651918
Sun
Bowling Club - 'Barefoot Bowls'
From 11.00 am
Sun
KV Rural Fire Service Training –
Fire Shed 9 am
Sun
Anglican Church Service 9.30 am
Sunday School 9.30 am
Sun
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am
Sun
Uniting Church Worship 9 am (2nd to
5th Sun) and Worship 6.30 pm (1st)

*
The Kangaroo Valley Voice is delivered free to all house and land holders within the mountain boundaries of the Valley
*Subscription to the Voice is available at a cost of $36 per year
Our data base of addresses needs to be updated regularly so if your address is incorrect please let us know.
Please tick the appropriate box:

I AM A NEW RESIDENT
I HAVE PURCHASED PROPERTY
SUBSCRIPTION - (Cheque or Money Order only thank you)
CHANGE OR ALTER ADDRESS

Your Mailing Address:Name _________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________Post Code__________
K.V. Voice Office:- Pioneer Farm, Kangaroo Valley 2577. Phone/facsimile (02) 4465 1521
If you wish to advertise, have a story to tell, or know of any item you feel would be of interest to our readers we would love to hear from you
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SCHOOLS & CHURCHES
EMERGENCIES
Preschool
Jacinta Powell
4465 1327
Police
13 1444 or 4421 9699
Public School
Mark McCarthy 4465 1182
Ambulance
000
P&C
Dougall Blanch 4465 1182
Poisons
13 1126
Scots College
Ian Boyle
4465 1089
Integral Energy
13 1003
Bomaderry High Marylin Henderson4421 0699
Lifeline
13 1114
Anglican Church Graham Castle
4465 1585
Fire
000
Sunday School Irene Dunn
4465 1056
SPORTS & EXERCISE
Cuppa and kids Shannon Chittick 4465 1367
Nigel Lewis
4446 0638
Catholic Church Anne Dynon
4464 1910 Tennis Club
Greg Thompson 4465 1531
Uniting Church John Brentnall
4464 1034 Cricket Club
Golf Club
Chris Firth
4464 2424
Canoe Club
Graeme Mounsey 4465 1597
CHARITIES & SERVICE GROUPS
Sharon Selby
4465 1186
CMR Institute
Isabel Butler
4465 1248 Pony Club
4465 1341
Lions
Tony Barnett
4465 1800 Ladies Bowling Margery Good
4465 1035
V.I.E.W. Club
Betty Allan
4465 1154 Men’s Bowling Phillip Chittick
Vinnie Winch
4465 1448
C.W.A.
Win Palmer
4465 1649 Fishing Club
Heather Kelly
4465 1608
Amnesty Int.
Libby Turnock 4465 1357 Croquet Club
Environment
Chris Nobel
4465 1285
Wires
4862 1788
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AGES & STAGES
Nursing Mothers Karen Beeston
Cubs/Scouting
Cathy Gorman
Senior Citizens
Majorie Good
Seniors Group
Deborah Butler

4465 1098
4465 1540
4465 1341
4421 0975

OTHER ORGANISATIONS
Brogers Creek Landcare Andrew
4465 1482
Pioneer Farm
Elaine Apperley 4465 1306
Historical Society Gerry Garrett
4465 1419
Osborne Park/Hall J. Lenz
4465 1272
A & H Society
Betty Allan
4465 1154
K.V.Rural Fire S Bill Chittick
4465 1242
Tourist Assn
John Payne
4465 2123
Iyengar Yoga
Rose Andrews 4465 1364
Rock-Wallaby
John Jordan
4465 1062
Alcholics Anonymous Rick
4465 1113
Upr/Rvr Prog Assn D. Loneragan 4465 1364
K.V.C.A..
Tony Barnett
4465 1800
KV Garden Group Lee Sharam
4465 1756
Group Secretaries - please check & update details

Exhibition

October 28 to December 11
An exhibition in oil of coastal
Landscapes by Bellambi artist

Vlado Begonia
and
Sydney artist Dianne Ogg’s
mixed media paintings featuring
stunning Northern Territory vistas
Shop 8/160 Moss Vale Road K.V. Phone 44 652 333
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